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Abstract
An ad hoc network is a collecriori of mobile nodes using wireless network
interfaces to communicate among themselves, discovering and routing
along possibly mulrihop roufes to each other without rhe assistance of
$xed infrastrucrure. In this paper: we describe rhe design arid demonstration of a ser of simple rouring protocol mechanisms thar substantially
improve the rransmission of real-rimemulrimedia streams over a multihop
wireless mobile ad hoc network. The public demonstrarion of these mechanisms ar thejinal DARPA GIoMo Plmeeting showed smoorh audio and
clear video over the ad hocnework throughout the demonsrration, despite
frequent routing changes raking place as a car implementing one endpoint node moved conrinuously. We implemented our routing extensions
in the Dynamic Source Routing prorocol (DSR) running over standard
2 Mbps Lucent WaveLAN-llradios: the two endpoint nodes ran standard
Microsoft Wndows NerMeetitrg, communicating enrirely through normal
IP packets over our 8-node DSR ad hoc network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc network$ have the potential to provide effective communication
services for groups of wireless mobile users, without requiring the aid of
any centralized administrationOJ fixed infrasttuchxe such as base stations
or access points. In an ad hoc network, nodes automaticallyestablish routing among themselves. Each node in an ad hoc network acts not only as
a host hut also as a router, forwarding packets for other nodes; as nodes
move OJ as wireless propagation conditions change, wireless links between nodes may break, and the routing protocol in the ad hoc network
automatically adapts the routing to these changes in network topology.
The resulting "multihop" routing allows nodes not within direct wireless
transmission range of each other to communicate. In addition to circumstances where there is no existing network infrasmcture, ad hoc networks
are also useful where the existing infrastructure cannot be used for reasons
such as security, service level requirements, or usage cost.
Some applications of ad hoc networks require the ability to supportrealtime multimedia streams such as live audio and video over the network.
Examples of such applications include video conferencing, remote site
monitoring, and unmanned vehicle operation. However, such support in
an ad hoc network is particularly challenging due to the rapid changes in
routing that may occur with node motion and due to occurrences of interference and congestion in the shared radio spectrum used hy the nodes.
Although a number of mechanisms for providing the necessary Quality
of Service (QoS) support for such applications in ad hoc networks have
been proposed, these mechanisms introduce complexity into the system
and generally increase system overhead. In addition, published reports of

testbed implementations or demonstrations of ad hoc networks [I, 231 do
not provide mechanisms supporting these types of real-time multimedia
streams.
In this paper, we report on the design and demonstration of a set of three
mechanisms we added to the Dynamic Source Rouring protocol (DSR)
for ad hoc networks [14, 161 to support live audio and video streams.
DSR is a simple and efficient protocol for routing in ad hoc networks,
which has been previously demonstrated through simulation and testbed
implementation to perform well [5,13.22,24]. Our goal in this work was
to develop a set of lightweight extensions for DSR that perform well and
that preserve the basic operation of the DSR protocol. These extensions
can also be applied to other similar ad hoc network routing protocols such
as AODV [28].
Our demonstration at the final DARPA Global Mobile Information
Systems (GloMo) Principal Investigators Meeting in July Zoo0 showed
smooth audio and clear video performance over a continuously moving
multihop wireless ad hoc network, using off-the-shelf Microsoft Windows
NetMeeting [26] audio and video software. Since our implementation and
demonstration of these mechanisms at the GloMo PI meeting, some simulation results have been shown for these and simular mechanisms [8, IO],
hut we report here on the first and we believe currently only implementation of these mechanisms; this work thus represents the only experimental
results showing the effectiveness of these mechanisms in a real mobile
ad hoc network.

11. SUMMARY
OF THE DSR PROTOCOL
We developed our support for live audio and video streams over ad hoc
networks based on the Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) [14. 15,
161. In this section, we provide a brief summary of the basic operation
of DSR. Complete details on DSR are available in the current protocol
specification [ 171.
In order to reduce network overhead and to provide quick reaction
on necessary routing changes in the network, DSR is a reactive routing protocol and operates entirely on demand [221. That is, unlike
uaditional proactive routing protocols that exchange routing information between routers (e.g., periodically) so that each node should always have up-to-date routes to all destinations in the network. a node
using DSR only attempts to discover a new route to some destination
when necessary for routing a packet to that destination. DSR also attempts to detect broken wireless links between nodes along that route
only when sending a packet along that route. This on-demand operation removes all background routing overhead packets present in other
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protocols, and allows the routing overhead to scale automatically as
the need to react to relevant new topology changes in the network
increases.
New routes in DSR are discovered through a procedure known as Route
Discovev. as illustrated in Figure 1. The effect of Route Discovery is to
actively search through the network for a route to the intended destination.
Each node maintains a Route Cache of routing information that it has
leamed; when some node (such as node Sin Figure I ) originates a packet
for some destination (such as node D), if the sender has no cached mute
to the destination. it initiates Route Discovery by transmitting a ROUTE
REQUESTas a local broadcast packet.
AROUTER~~u~~~packetcontainsfourfield.~:
theaddressofthenode
initiating the request, the address of the target of the request (the intended
destination node to which this sender is searching for a route), an identifier unique with respect to other Route Discovery attempts this source has
initiated for this target node, and a record of the route discovered so far
by this ROUTEREQUEST.When a node receives a ROUTE REQUEST,if
it is not the target of this Route Discovery attempt, the node checks the
unique identifier to determine whether or not it has previously received
a another REQUEST belonging to this same Route Discovery attempt. If
it has, the node silently discards the REQUEST; otherwise, the node appends its own address to the route recorded in the REQUESTand locally
rebroadcasts the REQUEST.When the REQUESTreaches the target node
for this Route Discovery, the target node send.. a ROUTE REPLYpacket to
the initiator of the ROUTEREQUEST,including in the REPLYthe recorded
route from the REQUEST.A number of useful optimizations to this basic Route Discovery procedure are used to reduce the overall overhead of
Route Discovery [17].
When sending a packet along some route, DSR uses a procedure known
as Route Maintenance to detect when some link along this route has broken, causing this route to no longer work to reach the intended destination
node. In Route Maintenance, the node sending a packet and each node
forwarding the packet along the source route attempt to verify that the
packet reached the next-hop node along the route.
Such a node can obtain this verification for Route Maintenance in a
number of possible ways. In particular, many wireless links provide linklevel acknowledgement of each packet msmitted; these acknowledgements can be used by Route Maintenance with no extra overhead. If
link-level acknowledgements are not available, a passive achowledgement [ 181 may be used, in which this node overhears the wireless transmission of the next-hop node forwarding the packet on to the following hop along the source route. Finally, if neither of these methods is
available, this node may request the next-hop node to return an explicit,
network-layer acknowledgement when it receives this packet over the
link.
If an acknowledgement is not received after possibly several retransmissions over this link, this node returns a ROUTE ERRORpacket to the
source of the packet. For example, in a route from source node A to destination D,if the previous hop before node D,node C, has been unable
to receive an acknowledgement from D for some packet, and thus determines that the link from C to D is broken, node C returns a ROUTE
ERRORto node A identifying this broken link. When node A receives
the ROUTEERROR,it removes the specified link from its Route Cache so
that in the future it does not use a route containing that link. If node A
has another route to D in its Route Cache, it may use this route for any
subsequent packets it sends to D, or it may reinvoke Route Discovery to
attempt to discover a new route to D.

111. SUPPORTING LIVEAUDIOAND VIDEO
A. Preemptive Route Maintenance

The standard DSR Route Discovery and Route Maintenance procedures
work very well for most types of data, but when a route in use breaks.
some latency is introduced before the data can begin Rowing again over
a new route. Route Maintenance must attempt a number of retransmissions over the broken link before sending a ROUTEERROR to the source
of the data, and Route Discovery requires a network round-trip between
the source node and the target node to discover a new route to the target.
Although the total of this added latency when a route breaks is small (typically less than I00 ms total, with our hardware), its effect on real-time
multimedia streams such as live audio and video is undesirable.
To avoid this latency, we used the measured signal-to-noiseratio (SNR)
for received packets to detect when a route in use is likely to break soon.
For the wireless LAN cards used by the nodes in our implementation
(IEEE 802.1 1 Lucent WaveLAN). for each received packet, the card reports to the network interface device driver software the measured signal
smngth and noise values along with the contents of the packet; this is a
common feature supported by most commercial wireless LAN cards and
other radio devices. The term preemptive Route Maintenance refers to a
number of possible approaches that make use of this S N R information to
detect the likely imminent failure of a link, in order to use an alternate
route if already known, or to be able to initiate a new Route Discovery in
time to discover a new route before the old route actually breaks.
One approach to preemptive Route Maintenance is for each node to
keepstatisticsofthe SNRforrecentpacketsit hasreceivedfromeachofits
neighbors. When the node receives a new packet with an SNR below some
threshold, it may choose to send a waming of this to the original sender of
the packet. For example, if this packet and the last several packets received
from this neighbor have all been below the threshold, it is likely that the
link from that neighbor will smn break. To send the waming to the sender
of the packet, this node could send a special type of ROUTEERRORas a
waming, indicating that the link may fail soon. A node receiving such a
notification may continue to use the specified link, but if it is routingredtime multimedia packets over routes including that link, it should initiate
a new Route Discovery to find a more suitable route swn.
A number of additional sources of SNR information are also available
for use with preemptive Route Maintenance. For example, if a node makes
use of passive acknowledgements for Route Maintenance, the S N R of a
received passive acknowledgement from the next-hop node forwarding a
packet transmitted by this node, can serve as an indication of the quality of
the link from this node to that next-hop node. Funhermore, the measured
SNR for any other packet overheard by this node (e.g., a broadcast packet
or any packet received by this node while operating its network interface
in “promiscuous” mode) may also provide an indication of the quality of
the link between this node and the node transmitting that packet. if the
transmit power used is known.
In some environments, it may be important to distinguish the meaning
of these SNR measurements for the direction of transmission over the link.
In particular, due to effects such as differing sources of wireless interference or possible differences in the radio and antenna hardware at both
ends of a wireless link, wireless propagation may not work equally well
in both directions between two nodes. For the SNR of a packet received
by this node for forwarding along a route, the measured value directly
indicates the quality of the link being used to forward this packet and hture packets along the same route. For the S N R of a received passive
acknowledgement, however, the measured value only directly indicates
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the quality of the linkfrom this next-hop node to this node, for example
as might be used in a reverse route used for end-toind communication
in the opposite direction between the same two end nodes (e.g., for the
return of an end-to-end TCP acknowledgement packet). Similarly, the
SNR value measured for any other packet overheard by this node only
directly indicates the quality of the link from the node transmitting this
packet to this node. In each of these cases, though, these SNR values also
may be useful indirectly in helping to assess the quality of the link for
future packets transmined to that neighbor node by this node, especially
when the underlying MAC layer requires bidirectionalcommunication, as
inIEEE802.11 [12].

B. Using SNR to Limit Route Discovery

Fig. 2. Locationofnodesinfhedemonslnfion

The ability of the network interface hardware to measure the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) for each received packet, as described above in
Section Ill-A, can also be used to improve the behavior of the Route
Discovery process for real-time multimedia streams such as live audio
and video. Due to natural fluctuations in received signal strength from
effects such as multipath propagation, some packets may be able to be
received by nodes much further away from the transmitting node than is
typical for packets transmitted by that node.
This phenomenon creates a potential problem for Route Discovery in
that a ROUTEREQUESTpacket may sometimes be received by a node
that would not be able to receive most other packets transmitted by that
same node. If this ROUTE REQUEST is processed normally by that node
as pan of this Route Discovery attempt, the discovered route may be very
unreliable, since this node may not be able to receive most data packets
sent along that route to it or through it as an intermediate node.
In addition, inthe same way as preemptiveRoute Maintenance attempts
to find alternate routes when a link in a route in use falls below the SNR
threshold, Route Discovery should avoid finding such mutes, if possible.
That is, if a route is discovered by Route Discovery in which one or more
links have a very low SNR, this may be an indication that such links in the
route are likely to break soon; in this case, it may be much more efficient
and cause much less disturbance to real-time multimedia streams over this
route, for Route Discovery to be able to find a different route instead.
To address these problems, the processing of a Route Discovery when
attempting to find a route for use by a multimedia stream could be modbased on SNR. In this
ified to limit the spread of the ROUTE REQUESTS
case, anodethatreceivesaROUTE R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s u c h SNRofthisrethatthe
ceived packet falls below the threshold should not forward the REQUEST.
Thus, all routes discovered will consist entirely of links with adequate
SNR at the time that the route is discovered. ,

to the destination based on this source route, the flow state mechanism
allows each node forwarding the packet to remember the address of the
next hop along this source route. Subsequentpackets from this sender may
then be forwarded along the same route to this destination with no source
routing information present in packet header of any of these packets. The
flow state established at each hop along the route is “soft state” and thus
automatically expires when no longer needed.
Our current design of the flow state mechanism [lo] is more general
than what we used in our demonstration, but for the use to which we put
it here, the two versions are functionally the same. Each node maintains a
Flow Table, which associates a (source address,flow identifier) pair with
a full source route to the destination for that flow. To establish Flow Table
enmes. packets are sent with a source route as normal, except that a flow
identifier is also included. A node receiving such a packet adds the new
flow information to its Flow Table.
To send a packet along that flow once all intermediate nodes have associated the flow identifier with the source route, the sending node replaces
the destination address in the packet’s standard IP header with a special
encoding of the flow identifier for that flow. If a node receives a packet
for forwarding without a source route in the packet’s header, the node
forwards the packet to the next hop indicated in this node’s Flow Table
enuy for that flow identifier. If, however, the node has no corresponding
Flow Table entry, it r e m s a special form of ROUTEERRORpacket to the
source node; the source then reestablishes the flow state as when initially
beginning to use that route. The flow state also allows a forwarding node
to differentiate real-time multimedia packets from ordinary data packets,
as this state can also be represented in the Flow Table entry.

IV. GLOMODEMONSTRATION
A. Demonsrrarion Design and Configuration

C. Per-Hop Flow State Maintenance
Audio and video applications tend to send very small packets to minimize
the buffering latency at the transmitter. Unfortunately. this means that the
s o w e route normally present in the header of each DSR packet could
represent considerable total overhead. In addition, we would Like to be
able to differentiate packets belonging to real-time multimedia flows and
ordinary data packets.
We have designed a general mechanism called flow state to support
these goals [IO]. We pmvide a summary of the basic flow state mechanism
here. With flow state, most DSR packets do not contain a source route
header. Once a node sending apacket to some destinationhas discovered a
source route to that destination, the node sends the packet as a normal DSR
packet containing the full source route header. As the packet is forwarded

In our demonstration ad hoc network at the GloMo PI meeting, we used
Microsoft Windows NetMeeting [26] to provide live audio and video between a stationary node and a moving car over multiple wireless hops.
The demonstration was performed at the Sheraton hotel in Eatontown,
New Jersey, a large 6-story hotel surrounded by parking lot on all sides;
Figure 2 illustrates the configuration of the nodes in our ad hoc network.
The stationary endpoint node was located in the hotel as shown on the
right in Figure 2, with the moving car endpoint (shown on the left) driving
in the hotel parking lot, continuously circling the hotel building (counterclockwise) without stopping. All routing in the ad hoc network was done
using the Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) integrated with the
extensions for real-time multimedia support described in Section Ill.
The ad hoc network allowed these two endpoint nodes to remain con-
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nected as the moving car endpoint circled the hotel. Each of the other six
nodes in the ad hoc network shown in Figure 2 was implemented as a car
parked in the hotel parking lot, with a FreeBSD Unix laptop in each car
implementing DSR. Although these other nodes were stationary during
the demonstration, the multiiop wireless ad hoc network route between
the stationary hotel endpoint node and the moving car endpoint changed
rapidly throughout the demonstration. When the moving car endpoint
node was near the hotel endpoint, the best route between these two nodes
was a direct one-hop DSR route. As the moving car passed this point
in circling the hotel, the route continued to change to incorporate more
of the intermediate nodes, until the car reached the halfway point around
the hotel. At this point. the best route between the moving car and the
hotel endpoint switched to route around the hotel building in the opposite
(shorter)direction, and this route then became progressively shorter as the
moving car returned to near the hotel endpoint on its way again around
the building. Keeping the intermediate nodes stationary also simplified
the operation of the demonstration within the crowded hotel parking lot.
As mentioned, the two endpoint nodes in our demonstration (the moving car and the stationary node in the hotel) ran Microsoft Windows and
NetMeeting. All application and operating system software on these two
nodes were the standard, m o d i f i e d commercial version, and all communication was through standard IP packets. The DSR protocol and our
implementation of it are thus entirely compatible with this commercial
off-the-shelf software.
All wireless links in the ad hoc network were implemented using
Lucent WaveLAN-II wireless LAN PCMCIA cards [19]. The radios
support a maximum hitrate of 2 Mbps and are compatible with the
IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN standard [U]; they operate in the 2.4 GHz
ISM band with a transmitter power level of 15 dBm (30 mW). In setting
up the network, we measured signal strength and packet transmission reliability between the stationary cars, and placed these nodes such that each
was normally able to communicate only with its directly adjacent nodes
around the hotel building.
In order to provide DSR routing functionality at the two endpoint nodes,
we used an additional laptop at each endpoint. At the moving car endpoint
node, one laptop ran Microsoft Windows and NetMeeting, and the other
ran FreeBSD Unix and DSR. The two laptops were connected by a short
wired Ethernet segment, using static IP routing configuration on these
two laptops: the Windows laptop’s IP defanlt ronter was the FreeBSD
laptop, and the FreeBSD laptop was configured with a static route to the
Windows laptop. The stationary endpoint in the hotel was configured in
the same way, except that the connection between the two in this case
used a 2 Mbps point-to-point wireless link based on Lucent WaveLAN-II
hardware with Yagi directional antennas. This link was wireless rather
than wired as in the moving car endpoint, in order to extend the signal
outside the hotel into the parking lot where the ad hoc network operated;
we used a different IEEE 802. I 1 frequency channel for this link than used
in the ad hoc network nodes, so that this link was isolated to the two
laptops implementing the stationary hotel endpoint.
B. Protocol Implementation

We implemented the DSR protocol extensions described in Section Ill by
modifying our existing DSR implementation in the FreeBSD UNx kernel.
FreeBSD is a freely available open-source version of Unix based on the
Berkeley 4.4BSD-Lite Release 2 Unix distribution. In total, we changed
approximately 1600 lines of source code in our DSR kernel to support
these changes.

For both preemptive Route Maintenance (Section Ill-A) and using SNR
in Route Discovery (Section Ill-B), we needed a way to get the necessay
S N R information out of the network interface device driver into the DSR
routing code. When a packet is received, the device driver places the
packet in a kernel memory buffer known as an mbuf [ E ] . Since the design
of our extensions depend on the SNR of a received packet only in order
to check if it is below threshold, we simply added a new flag to the mbuf
header to indicate that the packet in this mbuf was received with low SNR.
The use of this flag avoids major changes to the format of packets in mbufs
and significantlyreduces any compatibility concerns for this functionality
with the rest of the protocol handling source code.
In implementing preemptive Route Maintenance, we took advantage of
the node configuration used for our demonstration. Since we had only one
moving node, we implemented preemptive Route Maintenance only for
that node. When the SNR to the next hop for the moving node was fading,
this node could then initiate a new Route Discovery itself. eliminating
the need to actually send a special ROUTE ERRORpacket when the SNR
dropped below the threshold. In addition. in our implementation, the node
reacted when just one packet fell below the SNR threshold. Though this
approach may result in a number of unnecessary Route Discoveries, it
reacts quickly to degrading link quality.
In implementing the flow state extensions to DSR (Section Ill-C). we
added a Flow Table to each node to track all of the flows originating at
or being forwarded by that node. When a node forwards a packet using a
source route, it checks to see if the packet also contains an option specifying a flow identifier for this flow. If so, the node adds the route to its Flow
Table. At the sender, we added an application program that allowed realtime multimedia flows to be identified, using a flow specification similar
to RSVP [41. An entry was added to the Flow Table for each flow identified in this way. When a sending node begins to use a new route for some
flow in its Flow Table (e.g., when first using the flow or after the route in
use is changed due to Route Maintenance), for the next ten packets that the
node sends along that flow, the node includes a normal full DSR source
route header and the new flow identifier in each packet; all other packets
were sent using only a flow identifier. Repeating the full source route on
each of these initial packets helps ensure that all of the nodes along the
route have received the new routing information and associated it with the
new flow identifier. If a node receives a packet for fonvarding without a
source ronte in the packet, hut this node has no corresponding Flow Table
entry (e.g., because it did not receive the earlier packet establishing that
flow), the node returns a special ROUTEERRORto the source, which then
reestablishes the flow state, as described in Section 111-C.
To send a packet using a flow identifier, we used an encoding of the
flow identifier in the packet header that allowed such packets to carry
no per-packet overhead for DSR. Each flow identifier is 16 hits long.
In the packet header, we represented the flow identifier in the packet’s
IP Destination Address field as an address of the form 127.O.xxx.yyy.
where xxx.yyy is the flow identifier. Such addresses are normally reserved for the loophack network interface [29] and thus do not otherwise
appear in the Destination Address field of a packet sent over the network.
Since each node in our ad hoc network supported DSR and flow state,
this address could in our implementation be recognized as a special case.
Alternatively, the flow identifier could be represented in a special small
header in the packet [lo]. but in our implementation, we opted for the
representation in the Destination Address to further reduce overhead for
carrying the audio and video streams.
Finally, in this implementation, we modified the FreeBSD WaveLAN
device driver and our DSR code to allow DSR Route Maintenance to uti-
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lize the link-layer acknowledgements built into the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol. Specifically, after completing transmission (and any linklayer
retransmission attempts) for a packet, the device driver calls a new procedure within Route Maintenance to indicate the success (802.11 acknowledgement received) or failure (no acknowledgement received) for that
packet transmission; if a transmission failure is indicated, DSR‘s Route
Maintenance reacts by sending a ROUTEERRORas appropriate. This
ability to use link-layer feedback is a part of DSRs design [ 141but to our
knowledge has not been implemented before on 802.11 for DSR or other
routing protocols for ad hoc networks. Since this acknowledgement is
already required for all unicast IEEE 802.11 transmissions, DSR is then
able to perform Route Maintenance with no extra overhead.

C. Demonstration Results
We set up the ad hoc network for the demonstration and tested it over one
day and demonstrated it for different groups of people at the meeting frequently over the following two days. In each nm of the demonstration.
we operated the ad hoc network continuously, with most nms lasting several hours or more; during each run, the moving car continued to drive
around the hotel building, with brief breaks only to change drivers of the
car, without resetting the laptops or restarting the network. The routing
between the stationary endpoint node in the hotel and the opposite endpoint node in the moving car thus continued to change frequently during
the operation of the demonstration. In all runs of the demonstration, all
aspects of the protocols and extensions for live audio and video support
worked extremely well in almost all respects.
Observers of the demonstration in the hotel could converse with the
driver of the car and could see the view from a camera in the car pointed
out the car’s front windshield. All audio and video to support this was
provided through standard Microsoft Windows NetMeeting being transmitted in IP packets over the ad hoc network. A microphone. audio headset, and video camera were located in the moving car, and a microphone
and speakers were located in the hotel; we did not provide video from the
hotel to the car since the driver of the car could not watch the video while
driving. The video camera used was a Logitech Quickcam Pro camera
with a USE computer interface.
In addition to the NetMeeting audio and video data traffic on the ad hoc
network, we generated additional background traffic by using one of the
stationary cars to “ping” each of the other cars; the source node of the ping
was changed every 5-10 minutes, and within this time, each other car was
used as a destination of the ping, dividing the time approximately equally
between the other cars for this source node.
In most operation of the demonstration, the routes over the ad hoc
network ranged up to 3 hops in length. Until the moving car reached
the halfway point around the hotel, DSR generally discovered the route of
I, 2, or 3 hops around the “top” side of the hotel, as shown in Figure 2; as
the moving car continued around the hotel, DSR generally discovered the
route of 3.2, or 1 hops around the “bottom” side of the hotel. At one point
during the demonstration, the laptop in one stationary car was shut down
and not restarted, forcing DSR to discover routes up to 5 hops in length
in order to route all the way around the hotel building past this disabled
intermediate node.
Throughout all runs of the demonstration with our multimedia extensions enabled in DSR, the audio quality received through the speaker was
excellent, and sounded roughly the same as for a NetMeeting connection
over a standard 56 khps modem not using DSR. The video quality displayed was also very good, although at times not quite of the same quality
as the audio. These observations of the audio and the video quality in

general seemed not to be affected hy the frequent routing changes in the
multihop wireless ad hoc network as the moving car endpoint node circled
the hotel building.
The one factor that did seem to affect the perceived video quality while
operating with our multimedia extensions enabled was the behavior of the
video camera and NetMeeting as the moving car node turned a comer as
it drove around the building. At such times, the rate of change in the video
scene captured by the camera that must be encoded by NetMeeting was
quite large relative to the behavior when simply driving roughly straight
forward. The data rate required by the video during these times thus increased [26]; since NetMeeting gives priority for use of a fixed portion of
the available bandwidth for audio data, using only what bandwidth is left
available for video, the video image degraded during these times, whereas
the audio seemed unaffected.
When we disabled our multimedia extensions in testing during the
demonstration, however, the audio and video qualities both suffered significantly. The audio appeared to drop or substantially delay some packets, creating gaps of silence in the audio played through the speakers.
During these tests, the video image on the screen also became “hlocky”
and inconsistent. This is due to the video encoding used by NetMeeting:
NetMeeting transmits a full video frame every 15 seconds, but otherwise
sends only deltas hetween these full frames [26]. If a packet is dropped
leading to the loss of a full frame, the deltas until the next full frame
could not be displayed correctly. After this time, the video image on the
screen returned to normal, but after a short while, the degradation would
reoccur. Once we re-enabled the multimedia extensions in DSR, both
audio and video quality quickly returned to normal and maintained their
performance.

V. RELATEDWORK
After our design and implementation of this demonstration, Goff et al independently developed a similar form of preemptive Route Maintenance
and of using SNR in Route Discovery [XI. However, they have not implemented their techniques in any real ad hoc network, and instead evaluated
them only through simulation. In addition, they based their techniques
only on received signal strength, not on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
For preemptive Route Maintenance, they used a sequence of explicit
requestlresponse packets (which they refer to as “ping” and “pong” packets) to prohe the quality of a link after receiving a packet below the signal
strength threshold. Although this link probing can avoid some cases in
which the link only falls below the threshold for a short time (e.g., due
to transient channel fading), it also increases network overhead at the
point of detecting the impending link failure, and adds latency before a
new Route Discovery can then initiated if needed. We believe the best
approach may be an adaptive probing mechanism that varies the use of
probing based on channel measurements.
Also since our demonstration, we have studied the design and use of
per-hop flow state maintenance in more detail [IO]. but like Goff et al’s
work, we evaluated it in that work only through simulation, not through
implementation in a real ad hoc network. In addition, our simulation work
there studied mainly only the use of this technique for reducing routing
overhead in packet headers, not specificly for QoS support.
Many researchers have proposed schemes for QoS on IP networks. including Integrated Services [3], RSVP [4], RSVP over LSP [2], MultiProtocol Label Switching [30]. and Differentiated Services (271. Some
QoS routing protocols also have been designed for ad hoc networks [6,7,
9. 1 I, 20,21,31,32]. These protocols use relatively heavyweight mechanisms to achieve general QoS, and tend to somewhat increase the amount
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of routing traffic and overhead. In this work, we instead use lightweight
mechanisms based on slight modificationsto the existing behavior of DSR
to achieve our more specific goals.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described the design and demonstration of a set
of routing protocol mechanisms that substantially improve the transmission of real-time multimedia sueams over a multihop wireless mobile
ad hoc network. These mechanisms were implemented in the Dynamic
Source Routing protocol (DSR) [ I 4 161, and could also be applied to
other on-demand ad hoc network routing protocols such as AODV [28].
We described the implementation of these mechanisms and their public
demonstration carrying live audio md video streams over a DSR ad hoc
network at the final DARPA Global Mobile Information Systems (GloMo)
Principal Investigators Meeting in July 2000. The demonstration consisted of an ad hoc network of 8 nodes, with one node in a moving car
driving continuously for periods of several hours or more around the hotel building where the demonstration was held; the endpoint node in the
moving car operated a Microsoft Windows NetMeeting session over the
multihop ad hoc network to anothei endpoint node located in the hotel,
showing the view from a video camera pointed out the front window of
the car, and allowing observers in the hotel to converse interactively with
the driver of the car.
Although a number of general mechanisms for providing Quality of
Service (QoS) support in ad hoc networb have been proposed, these
mechanisms introduce complexity into the system and generally increase
system overhead. In addition, published reports of testhed implementations or demonstrations of ad hoc networks [I, 231 do not support
these QoS mechanisms. Our goal in this work was to develop a set of
lightweight extension$for DSR that perform well and that preserve the basic operation of the DSR protocol, and to gain actual experience with the
effect of these mechanisms in a real ;id hoc network implementation. The
resulting audio and video performance were both very good to excellent,
limited mainly by the performance of the video camera and NetMeeting
rather than by the frequent routing changes taking place while the moving
car continued to drive around the hotel building. In addition, all application and operating system software on the two endpoint nodes in OUT
demonstration were the standard, unmodified commercial version, and all
communication was through standard IP packts, thus demonstrating that
the DSR protocol and OUT implementation of it are entirely compatible
with this commercial off-the-shelf software.
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